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ABSTRACT:
Triggering errors refers to the process of mapping an error to the most appropriate developer to repair. As
the size of the software and the number of developers increase, it becomes more difficult and
complicated. In this paper, we propose a new framework for triple errors, which maps the words in the
error reports (i.e., the term space) to their corresponding topics (i.e., subject area). We propose a custom
theme modeling algorithm as a multi-feature theme model that extends the Dirichlet Latent customization
to triple errors. MTM considers product and component information for error reports to map term space to
subject area. Finally, we suggest an incremental learning method called Topic Miner that takes into
account the distribution of the topic for the new error report to assign the appropriate installer based on
the affinity of the installer on the topics. We associate the Miner theme with MTM.
Keywords: Developer, bug triaging, feature information, topic model
Once you receive an error report, assigning it to

1. INTRODUCTION:

an appropriate developer in a short period of
Errors appear during software development and
maintenance, and error repair is an expensive
and

time-consuming

task.

Many

software

projects use error tracking systems (for example,
Bugzilla and JIRA) to manage error reports,
error resolution and file errors [7]. Regardless of
the description of the errors and the summary
information, a typical error report records other
types of useful information, such as the product
and the component. We refer to this information
because the error report presents an Eclipse
report error with BugID = 212000.1 in the
figure, we note that the error report belongs to
the product CDT and the cdt-core component.
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time can reduce the time and cost of error
correction. This mapping process is known as
triaging errors. Error classification is a slow
process because many developers are involved
in software development and maintenance. For
Eclipse and Mozilla, more than 1,800 developers
participated in the correction of errors (see Table
2). If all error reports must be handled by the
most appropriate developers, the task of
generating errors requires a lot of time and
effort. To help find the right developers,
automatic kerning policies have been suggested
[6]. Many of these methods use the vector space
model (VSM) to represent the error report, that
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is, the error report is treated as a vector and a

Because errors are reported with a set of specific

number of terms (words). However, developers

features (that is, the set of product components),

use several terms to express the same meaning.

MTM converts a word in the error report into a

The same term can have different meanings

topic.

depending on the context. VSM cannot capture

algorithm, such as latent Dirichlet assignment

these synonyms and multiple words. In the

[8], word-to-topic conversion is performed by

information retrieval community,

modeling

observing the common appearance of words in

issues that can deduce the underlying issues

documents (in our case: summary of errors and

inherent in a text document, was used as a

descriptions) . However, unlike LDA, when

means to address synonyms and polysemy

converting words into topics in the error report

problems. The topic form converts the terms of a

with a particular feature set, MTM places special

document into themes. Two different terms can

emphasis on the appearance of words in error

be considered similar if they are similar in the

reports with the same feature set, without

same subject that addresses multiple synonyms

ignoring the occurrence. of words in all other

problems. Several algorithms are proposed for

bug reports. Because the number of error reports

the modeling of subjects in the literature,

in a particular feature set is often limited, in

including

/

order to deduce better issues, MTM also needs

indexing (LSA) of LSA (PLSA) and Latin

to consider the terms that appear in error reports

Dirichlet Assignment (LDA) [8]. Of the three,

that belong to other feature sets. MTM believes

LDA is the latest proposal and addresses the

that each feature set is a random mix of

limits of LSA and pLSA [12]. The LDA

underlying themes, where the topic is a random

document is a random mix of underlying topics,

combination of terms. MTM is an extensible

where the topic is a random combination of

theme model, where one or more features can be

terms. We extend the LDA and propose a new

taken into account. We refer to a feature as a

topic model called Multi-Function Theme

category in the error report that the error reporter

(MTM) for the error problem. Because the error

can fill out when the informant submits an error

report contains many features (for example, the

report. These fields include product, component,

product affected by the error, the component

reporter, priority, severity, operating system,

affected by the errors, etc.), MTM considers the

version and platform fields.

characteristics of the error report when it

2.

converts the terms into the text description of the

STATEMENT

semantic

probability

analysis

Like

the

standard

TERMINOLOGY

topic

AND

modeling

PROBLEM

report (that is, the text in the Summary and
Description fields of the report). ) For the
corresponding topics in the subject area.
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Error reports for three eclipses, all belonging to
the product CDT and the Cdt-core component,
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are assigned to the same Oleg installer. The error

and UI components) are common themes shared

report in the error describes the page insertion

by the three error reports.

error: when a user removes a CDT Assistant

4) It seems that the developer Oleg Krasilnikov

wizard from the common project and inserts a

has the experience to correct user interface

page in an object instance of this class, an

errors in the product CDT and the cdt-core

exception is thrown if the page is inserted in the

component.

first position. The Error Report describes the

The above notes tell us that error reports can

error on the property sheet: the selected

share some inherent common elements, and

configuration changes when the user moves

these common elements can help determine the

from one property page to another. The error

appropriate developer to establish error reports.

report in the Button View Error describes: the

We use the theme template to retrieve themes

Edit and delete buttons are enabled even if

that represent latent information and use them to

nothing is selected

recommend bug fixes. The topic is expressed as

Notes and consequences. Of the three error

a set of terms. To compare two error reports,

reports, we can see the following:

instead of using similarities in the terms used in

1) These three error reports share some common

the error reports, we use their common points,

underlying factors (such as hidden ones), for

comparing the distributions of the corresponding

example, that describe the processes and

topics. This is an effective way to compare error

components of the user interface.

reports because many similar error reports use

2) The text descriptions of the three error reports

many different words but have similar theme

are different (which means that the terms used in

distributions.

the Summary and

Description fields

are

different). This makes the previous error
activation methods based on VSM not work

3. IMPLEMENTING DYNAMIC FACETED
SEARCH

well.

Using LDA, all unique terms (that is, words) in

3) The terms in these three error reports can be

error reports are collected in a common

divided into different categories, and each

vocabulary of volume V. The theme k is

category represents an aspect (that is, a topic) of

expressed as a set of Voc terms. LDA uses the

the error reports. For example, some terms like

word subject fk in the fifth size to represent

open; create; sat; Edit; etc. they are user

subject k. Each element of the vector fk

interface operations; some terms like page; bar;

represents the probability of the corresponding

button; and what are the components of the user

term in Voc to describe the subject. For the error

interface. These two types (that is, UI operations

report m that contains terms Lm, LDA is a text
document that contains the technical aspects of
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K (i.e., topics). The LDA will infer the values of

reports. In the inference phase, in light of a new

the following two key parameters / variables for

error report, based on the values of the sets of

m: 1. Subject assignment vector zm. Each term

variables learned from the training error reports,

in AD belongs to a topic. Consequently, the

MTM cites topics that are assigned to terms in

mapping of the vector zm is of length Lm, and

new (i.e., new) terms . In our framework, during

each element zm is an index of a single subject

the typical construction phase, we use the MTM

(for example, 1 to K). 2. Vector distribution of

training step; During the recommendation phase,

the theme um. The error report m can contain

we use the MTM inference step. Introduce

multiple topics, and different topics have

relationships of variables in our model and how

different

m.

our model works. For each error report m, it is

Consequently, the LDA establishes the error

associated with a combination of features of Fm

report m in the subject distribution vector um to

and a list of words wm. A set of error reports is

represent the weights of K subjects. We refer to

entered in a multi-function topic. There are two

the weight of the subject k in um as um½k, and

sets of parameters in MTM, which are the

the greater is um½k, the more terms are set out

vectors of subject words ff1; f2. ... fKg and the

in the error report m on the subject k. Keep in

fuF1 vector theme function; uF2; ... UFM g. All

mind that the term can be assigned to multiple

are unknown and MTM will learn them based on

topics. Establishing the term of the term is

input

affected by other terms in the same document.

variables, MTM can assign a topic to each word,

Assume that the word w is important for both

and the assignment vector for the error report m

the subject's user interface and the interface. If w

is called zm.

weights

in

the

description

error

reports.

After

learning

these

appears in one more document about the UI, it is
more likely to be assigned to the UI subject. If it
appears in a document that is more related to the
operation of the interface, it is most likely
assigned to the theme of operation of the
interface. MTM follows a two-stage process:
training phase and inference phase. The training
phase and the inference phase correspond to the
typical

construction

phase

and

the

recommendation phase. In the training phase,

Figure 1: System Architecture
4. CONCLUSION:

the terms in the training error reports are used to
find the values of the variable sets, zm, fk and
uFi, which are appropriate for training error
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We suggest a new approach to classify errors
based on the theme model, called Topic Miner,
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and a new theme model, called the multi-

TRIAGING

function theme model, that takes into account

MODEL 295

the characteristics of the error report when

[3] Mozilla bug tracking system. (2016).

assigning themes to words in the report. We

[Online]: https://bugzilla. mozilla.org/.

evaluate our solution in 227278 error reports

[4] Netbeans bug tracking system. (2016).

from five software systems, and show that

[Online]. Available: http://netbeans.org/bugzilla/

TopicMinerMTM

[5] Openoffice bug tracking system. (2016).

outperforms

the

Bugzie,

WITH

SPECIALIZED

TOPIC

LDA-KL, SVM-LDA, LDA-Activity and Yang

[Online].

et al approaches across large margins. We plan

https://issues.apache.org/ooo

to further improve the effectiveness of our

[6] J. Anvik, L. Hiew, and G. Murphy, “Who

approach

should fix this bug?” in Proc. 28th Int. Conf.

and

investigate

additional

error

Available:

reports. In addition, in this work, we combine

Softw. Eng., 2006, pp. 361–370.

the two characteristics (that is, product and

[7] D. Bertram, A. Voida, S. Greenberg, and R.

component) as a single composite characteristic

Walker, “Communication, collaboration, and

(that is, by creating a set of characteristics).

bugs: The social nature of issue tracking in

There are other ways to use multiple functions

small, collocated teams,” in Proc. 2010 ACM

and we plan to explore them in future work. We

Conf. Comput. Support. Coop. Work, 2010, pp.

also plan to design a better theme model to

291–300.

predict installers when the number of error

[8] D. Blei, A. Ng, and M. Jordan, “Latent

reports in a particular set of product components

Dirichlet, et al., location,” J. Mach. Learn. Res.,

is small (for example, using a combination of

vol. 3, pp. 993–1022, 2003

templates that include a generic model that the
policy can undo when the number of error
reports in the set of components of the selected
product are small).
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